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Preface 

 

Japan has learned many critical and important lessons from the Great Eastern Japan 

Disaster of March, 2011. 

 

1 Japan was not ready to face such massive earthquake and tsunami disasters. 

2 Japan does not have a national emergency management agency and did not 

have the plan to coordinate a recovery programs from such national disaster. 

3 Japan, which depends over 30% of energy from nuclear power, did not have 

the well prepared disaster preparedness and the disaster it faced in 2011 even 

though it seemed Japan with its technological advance looked ready and 

prepared. If Japan was not ready as demonstrated, are the other countries with 

its nuclear programs have the programs to face the same issues Japan faced. 

4 Question: Did the technology and science society of the world, which 

introduced the nuclear technology to the market, have the safe and well 

prepared exit strategy for the nuclear technology before it was introduced, 

especially for the nuclear wastes after they were consumed? 

5 As the consequences of the un-preparedness, there were massive exoduses of 

industry investment, operation and employment from the Tohoku Region. 

6 And due to the radiation from the Fukushima, Agriculture is lost, Fishery is lost, 

Many Manufacturing Jobs, Distribution and many other employment 

opportunities disappeared from the Region. 

 

A class of the PPP Graduate School of Toyo University is assigned to assist the 

activities of the Tohoku Revitalization International Academic Competition.This class 

has asked the Graduate School if it is allowed to prepare a submission for the 

competition, which was authorized. We will participate in the competition as un-official 

and are not entitled to any ranking or wining.  

We have looked back what Japan has learned and what has been done. This class has 

considered our research based on a long term and more sustainable solution to the 

problems of Tohoku and the country of Japan. Our class sincerely hopes that our 

recommendations could assist toward the economic recovery of Tohoku Region. At the 

same time, our recommendations and the participating academic institutions could 

come up with the ideas, which not only can support the recovery of Tohoku but also the 

other nations around the world with similar climate conditions. 

The history has shown that the disasters will happen again and again 
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Chapter I Economic Recovery and Development 

 

Section 1 Biomass Industry for the Tohoku Recovery and Creation of the 

Employment 

 

Wood Pellet Industry Prospects 

 

Japan as an industrial nation has produced the most of her energy from fossil resources 

such as oil, coal, and nuclear as the main sources of energy for the country. Japan 

imports over 99% of such resource from the rest of the world. Japan’s RPS (Renewable 

Portfolio Standards) is at a bit over 1% compare to EU for 20% and an average 10% for 

the US (target). This number indicates where Japan’s policy was/is and toward the 

renewable energy sources. 

 

The Great East Japan Disaster has changed the consideration for the future energy 

supply of the country. Over 50 nuclear power stations are at idol, which produced more 

than 30% of Japan’s energy. It will be very difficult for many of these plants to re-start 

due to the sentiments of the citizens of Japan even though the political leaders, 

government offices and industry wish to re-start. How could the needed energy of Japan 

be generated with the approval of the citizens and with greater sustainability? How such 

movement can starts from Tohoku for its recovery? 

 

Approx. 67% of the islands of Japan is covered by the forest with full of trees. While the 

rest of the world produces over 100 million tons of wood pellet/chips for power 

generation and other uses, Japan produces 60,000 tons of the same. Much of the 

pellets are used to generate electricity in burning with other fossil resources such as 

coal and oil around the world. A biomass rich country such as Germany is aiming for 

Zero nuclear in 20 years. The Scandinavian countries are working hard to utilize wood 

pellets for power generation while Japan’s pellets are used to for the stoves and boilers. 

Japan with new forest policy and well managed forest operation can generate 

sustainable energy supplies for the country and create the needed jobs for Tohoku and 

expand to other parts of Japan. It should start from Tohoku. 

 

Our class recommends the development of wood pellet industry for Japan for another 

reason, which is sustainable employment opportunity. From a study of one Florida, USA 

wood pellets factory, we have learned that for the 500,000 ton production factory, there 
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was approx. 100 jobs created. The forest requires additional 300 jobs to cut trees, take 

roots out; replant trees (CO2 credit) and delivers the chipped woods to the factory. And 

to ship the pellets to Europe, packing, trucking, port facility, shipping, etc. also require 

additional 100 jobs. Thus, the total number could be approx. 500 jobs to operate and 

support a factory of 500,000 ton production. What Tohoku needs is good number of jobs 

to re-start its economic base. If Japan to consider building 10 pellet factory of 500,000 

ton size, there could be approx. 5,000 jobs can be created, which could support approx. 

20,000 lives. And these jobs will stay. This sustainable energy supply can start in 

Tohoku for its economic recovery and when it’s proven, it can be exported to the rest of 

the country. It can easily replace the 30% of electricity produced by nuclear power and 

safely. 

 

 

Japan’s pellet production cost is estimated more expensive (2 to 2.5 times) than Europe 

and US. When Japan increases its RPS to more than 5% from current 1.14% and set 

the price for the sale price of the biomass generated electricity, economic activities will 

start at rural areas where very small commercial activities are taking place and the pellet 

price will become economically feasible. Tohoku and other rural areas in Japan are 

losing its population very rapidly due to not much economic activities. Using the 

resource available at the rural areas of Japan and with the support from the government, 

these regions can create employment and young generation will come back to rural 

areas, where economic activities are taking place and can raise their family... 

 

How can this recommendation be implemented? 

【Fig 1】Wooden matrial cycling chart  
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1 Japanese government has prepared a massive recovery fund for Tohoku and much 

of the funds are still not utilized. The fund to start is available. 

2 Tohoku Recovery Committee should seek the support and legislation of the national 

government for raising RPS for Japan and startup of wood pellet industry, 

employment opportunities in Tohoku and generate the needed energy with the 

resources available domestically. 

3 Japan should change its RPS standard to above 5%. 

4 Provide the recovery grants to the local governments, which are willing to follow the 

leads by the country to establish wood pellet industry and produce the jobs for youth, 

who left the region after the disaster. 

5 Japan may learn from European and North American pellet industry to apply and 

adapt the advanced technologies to start the wood pellet industry and reduce the 

unit cost of such production. 
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Section 2 Re-Development of Agriculture and Fisheries in Tohoku utilizing Empty 

factories, schools and buildings 

 

1) Agriculture Re-development utilizing empty buildings 

 

Agriculture and Fisheries produced main sources of economy and employment for 

Tohoku utilizing the rich sea resources and agricultural land in Tohoku before the 

disaster. With the tsunami and nuclear accidents at Fukushima, those industries 

suffered a great set back. The radiation to the agricultural land and Sanriku fishery sea 

has been damaged substantially. Even if the soil clean up take place and radiation from 

the sea is reduced, the other regions of the market will not accept the products from 

Tohoku and thus, the region will have difficult time and period before the industry can 

come back. 

 

A massive exodus of industries has made many factories and buildings empty. With the 

families moving out, number of children decreasing, many schools are becoming empty 

in Tohoku. 

 

Utilization of un-used factories and school building for new agriculture and fishery. 

 

Tohoku Region was rapidly aging and the population of the region was decreasing even 

before the disaster. With the exodus of industries, the East Japan Great Disaster has 

created many empty buildings: factory, school, hospitals, health clinic, etc. and private 

homes (See Graph - 1). 
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【Graph 1】Number of abolished schools in Tohoku（1992～2011） 

MEXT“Survey results on utilization of abolished facilities”（September 14, 2012） 
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Our research lead us to try to take an advantage of these buildings to create new 

industry and employment opportunities for those who lost agriculture and fishery 

business in the region. 

 

Buying and building agricultural facilities cost money and makes such business very 

difficult to produce profit. What happens if such buildings (factories and schools) are 

available and can obtain with very little investment? Empty buildings and schools have 

the lights, water and solid structure to support such start up. They support organic 

vegetable production. It’s proven that vegetable factory produce 2 – 3 times more yields 

than outside soil base. Lettuce can be harvested 20 times a year in the factory. Tohoku 

experiences cold winter. The buildings have the heat and produce products despite the 

cold weather. 

 

 

 

【 Photo 2 】 Inside a vegetable factory 

container: 4-tiered cultivation racks can be 

installed with a passageway in the center. 

(The Nikkei, July 25, 2010） 

【Photo １】Quake-hit Kadowaki primary school in Ishinomaki city 

（Asahi Shimbun, March 11,2013） 
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Producing vegetable at factory and school buildings still present a higher operation cost. 

This is where disaster recovery fund can be useful. The country may establish a policy 

of use of empty buildings and provide incentives for the farmers to start such business. 

This report also recommends the production of electricity from wood pellet nearby 

Tohoku. Such electricity can be utilized to provide power to such new business at 

discount. Based on our research, such movement is taking place in Tohoku Region. 

Such factory occupies several hundred M2 (several thousand ft2) – several thousand 

m2 (several hundred thousand ft2) and employs 7 – 15 people each. If 30% of the 

empty schools can be converted to such operation, 3,000 – 4,500 jobs can be created 

to support 12,000 – 18,000 family members. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

・Can secure stable production unaffected by weather 

・Year-round production possible 

・High productivity per unit of area 

・No-wash organic vegetables possible 

・ Production of high-value added plant 

substances(proteins for health, high functional 

ingredients, medical and pharmaceutical purposes ) 

・No need to consider location conditions  

・Labor-saving, automation is easy 

・No linked disorders because no soil is used 

・Low environmental impact by recycling the culture 

solution 

・Pleasant working environment 

・Standardization of workload possible 

・Systematic production possible 

・High construction and running costs 

( Some calculations have construction 

costs at 17 times higher and running 

costs (utilities) at 47 times higher than 

general large horticultural facilities )  

・Depreciation costs and power fees 

hold a high ratio of production costs 

(for a fruit factory, for example, of 

running costs, facility depreciation is 

25%, electricity is 18%, personnel 

costs is 26%, and logistics and 

packing materials are 14%). 

【Table１】Advantages and disadvantages of a plant factory 

(“Commercialization introducing a plant factory to regional agriculture” Environmental Planning 

Section, Yamagata Prefectural Government) 

 

2) New aquaculture industry using empty buildings 

 

Once dominated fishery industry in Tohoku lost many facilities: boats/ships, market, 

refrigerator, fish factory, etc. and shipbuilding industry lost from the disaster. Rebuilding 

such facilities will cost massive investment. Yet, the region suffers from the reputation of 

radiation and even if they invest, there is un-certainty that the market reacts. 
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New aquaculture technology has been developed by the universities in recent years in 

Japan and proven its technological success. The technology uses ground water for 

aquaculture and by adding potassium and sodium to the water to make ground water 

physiologically possible for sea fishery grow and develop according to Okayama 

Science University and other academic institutions in Japan. To make this technology 

buyable, the initial cost has to be controlled. Tohoku region has very inexpensive 

buildings, factory and schools for this purpose. Then, Tohoku can produce low cost fish 

due to its available cheap buildings. The technology has been proven to grow high value  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

【Photo３】Gold fish(freshwater fish) and red sea 

bream(saltwater fish） cultivated together in a 

special water compound (Kakei Educational 

Institution http://kakenet.net/spec/spec7.html 

(Accessed October 11) 

Application of this special water compound in 

the aquaculture industry (Advantages)  

・Low cost 

・Saltwater fish can be cultivated anywhere as 

long as there is a water source 

・Create an integrated system from fry production 

to cultivation and shipment 

・Low risk of fish disease removes reliance on 

chemical aids 

Proposal for land-based closed containment 

recirculating aquaculture system 

・Water consumption 

  Low cost by using groundwater and river 

water 

・Temperature management of fish culture tank 

  Use soil temperature, ground water, 

geothermal heat, waste heat, etc.  

・Water purification capability  

   Reduce undissociated ammonia 

・No water change period 

  Longer periods through use of excellent 

filtration systems and foam separator  

・Closed system 

  Reduce use of pharmaceuticals by blocking 

entry of bacterium  

shutoff function bacillus from outside 

【Fig２】Advantages and disadvantages of a special water compound （SID SOKEN） 

http://kakenet.net/spec/spec7.html
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fish such as blow fish and snappers with this technology to support the high yield of the 

business. This policy can be also supported by the national disaster recovery fund. To 

reduce the operation cost, once again generated electricity from the biomass can be 

utilized for sustainable business development. If new agricultural facilities can be nearby, 

used water from the aquaculture can be transferred to the vegetable production facilities 

to make even more economical and assures the success. 
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【Fig３】 Business Model of agriculture and fisheries development  
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Section 3  Conversion to LNG Power Generation from Nuclear Power in Japan 

 

There are 50 nuclear power plants in Japan and additional 4 plants are under 

construction, which makes 54 nuclear power plants in Japan presently. Among those, 

there are Higashitori (1 plant), Onagawa (3 plants), Fukushima No. 1 (2 plants), and 

Fukushima No. 2 (4 plants) in Tohoku. Presently, there are 4 more plants at Fukushima 

No. 1, which have caused the accident and closed. Under construction are Ohma (1 

plant) and Tohoku Higashitori (1 plant). All of the nuclear power plants in Japan are 

going through evaluation and none is producing any electricity and do not expect any to 

re-start in the near future. 
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Under these conditions, it is not realistic to think that new nuclear plants to be planned 

for construction in Japan in the foreseeable future. 

 

During our research for the competition, we have found that there was a nuclear power 

plant converted to LNG power generation at Midland, Michigan of PWR Plant in US. 

Due to the cost and environmental issues, this plant construction was delayed and 

stopped construction after 85% of the total was completed. It took 6 years to convert at 

a cost of $450 million (US). It is called combined cycle co-generation plant. It produces 

1,380 MW of electricity and the steams used to generate the power are sent to nearby 

chemical plant and generate 60 MW of electricity. 

 

If Japan does not re-start her nuclear power generation, Japan loses all that investment 

and cannot recover the sunk cost (invested with no return). Could Japan consider 

following the Michigan conversion for under construction nuclear power plants? The 

cost of the conversion is relatively smaller than building and closing. It could start from 

Ohma and Tohoku Higashitori. This conversion supported by the recovery fund and 

other public funds can create jobs in Tohoku and eventually generate electricity for 

Tohoku and other parts of the country to  sustain the world third largest economy. 

Japan does not produce natural gas. However, the recent discovery of shale gas in the 

US and other parts of the globe, Russia’s surplus of natural gas, which they are looking 

to Japan to export to through Saharin. Japanese scientists have discovered metan 

hydroids in the southern ocean of Japan, which can be converted to natural gas for 

power generation. Gas will be available. All of Japan’s nuclear plants are built by the 

ocean. Gas can be brought by tanker to the nuclear plants. 

 

Nuclear power plant operates an average of 60% of its capacity due to various testing 

required for the safe operation. Natural gas converted power generation has more than 

80% occupancy. Thus, gas generation could be 25% smaller in its size. The energy 

efficiency for nuclear is at 30% and gas converted co-generation plant has an efficiency 

of 80%. The nuclear power plants release heated water to ocean. The gas power does 

not.  

 

There are two nuclear power plants in Ohma, Aomori and Higashitori in Fukushima, 

which are under construction in Tohoku. Japan’s government can decide to convert 

these new plants to natural gas powered plant, which could provide the electricity in 

more efficient way and can keep the employment in Tohoku. If this conversion proves to 
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【Photo 4】Underconstraction of Ohma Nuclear plants 

【Fig 6】 Business model 

be a success, then the government can decide to convert the other under construction 

new nuclear power plants to LNG. 

 

Japan should with the help of other 

advance nations to look into the conversion 

of the existing nuclear plants to LNG. It is 

not proven around the world but Japan and 

other advanced nations technology base 

may find the conversion technology for all 

nuclear power to LNG. Should this 

conversion prove to a success, other 

countries with old/closed nuclear plants 

could consider the conversion? Nuclear 

plant produces steam, which is used to 

generate the electricity. The age of nuclear power plant is 40 years. The plant can be 

converted after 40 years. This has a good potential of making old nuclear power plants 

to be generating the power for Japan. 

 

Still remain is the issue of nuclear waste disposal, unsolved. 
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【Fig 7】autonomous communities suffering from 

the East Japan Great Disaster  

【Photo 5】Dameged Building suffered from tsunami 

Chapter II Regulatory, Development and Training 

 

Section 1 Establishment of Disaster Park to Remind the History and Learn. 

 

The Park will be the Place to Remember and Place to Go to Learn Emergency 

Management for Japan’s Professionals and 

Citizens. 

 

There are many remains of the catalyst 

disaster of the East Japan Great Disaster in 

many of Tohoku areas. There are citizens, 

who ask for the monuments to be destroyed 

and forget. On the other hand, there are 

discussions to keep the monuments and 

remind the future generations to remember what happened in March 2011. 

 

This was the third major tsunami disaster in Sanriku/Tohoku Region in 100 year. 

Sanriku/Tohoku experienced but destroyed and forgot. Future generations never 

learned and got ready. This was the case. 

 

Our next recommendation is to keep 

the reminding building, films to teach, 

build the monuments where the 

citizens can visit and learn to be 

prepared for the future disaster. It has 

happened every 30 some years and it 

will happen again. 

 

Such buildings, films, monuments will 

attract many visitor from not only Japan 

but also the people and professional 

around the world, where they may have 

similar history to repeat and who need 

to know and learn how to work with 

such disasters. If such is the case, 

there could be major training center 

 

 

右図のように数多くの自治体で、震災遺構の保存が

議論されおり、そのほとんどが、津波で被害を受けた

地域である。 

実際被害を甚大な受けた地域の建造物については、

震災のつらい記憶を消し去りたいという市民の意向

が強いが、 

一部の市民からはこの震災の遺構を後世に語り継

がせ、この教訓を活かし、今後同じような津波からの

避難の逃げ遅れや防災、減災対策等の公共事業の対策

不足等が発生しないようにしなければならないとの

声は挙がってきている。 

このように市民側からの合意も取れ、運営・維持費

だけが問題になっている遺構に関しては、民間資金を

活用したＰＰＰによる解決策が考えられる。 

民間資金を呼び込むためには、その地域に人を 

呼び込む必要があり、ただの遺構だけでなく、テーマパークや博物館の事業を官民共同

でおこなう必要がある。 

このようなことから、今回の大震災を経験したこの東北に防災の研究・教育機関を設置

し、日本だけでなく、世界の防災拠点として位置づけさせ、全世界から観光客を呼び込む

み、震災からの経済的復興を目指す事を目的とした震災テーマパーク事業を提案する。 

 

２．遺構を残しながら観光客を呼び込んだ事例 

	  歴史的に重要な遺構をそのまま残し、それを活かしながら観光客を呼び込んでいる事例 

図１：震災の遺構を抱えている自治体 

Miyako city 
Taro Tourist Hotel 

Rikuzentakada city 
Road station of 
Takada Matsubara 

Kesennuma city Ship of 
the 18th Tokukyuumaru 

Minamisanriku town 
government office 
building for the disaster 
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名称：ベルリン・ユダヤ博物館 

for the Japanese and global emergency management professionals to be trained to be 

ready for the next disaster. This project can easily be put together by PPP structure. 

 

1) Foreign Case Studies 

 

A Jewish Museum in Berlin, German 

 

There was a holocaust during the World War II in Europe. Germany has built this 

museum to remind the past 

and causing the future 

generation not to repeat. 

Designed by Daniel Ribelkind, 

this fearful structure attracts 

many visitors annually. Similar, 

there is a Holocaust Museum 

in Washington, DC serving the 

same purpose.  

 

B Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain 

 

There was a major river over flow of Bilbao River in 1986, which destroyed good portion 

of the downtown Bilbao. The City and Province 

put the plan together for the recovery asking 

world well know planners and architects to help 

design the Guggenheim and other major city 

facilities to recover while protecting the next 

possible river disaster for the citizens of Bilbao. 

It attracts millions of visitors to the city and the 

city has recovered well. 

 

C Disaster Reduction and Human Renovation Institution 

 

DRI (Disaster Reduction and Human Renovation Institution) was established on 2002 at 

Kobe in Japan that was nearby mid-points of Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake.  

DRI have museum and research-education facility and offers programs that visitors can 

learn the efforts of the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake and lessons learned from the 

【Photo 6】 Jewish Museum  

【Photo 7】 Guggenheim  Museum  
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experience that should be sheared with younger 

generation. 

DRI was visited by approximate 500,000 persons 

every year. 

Hyogo Office of Disaster Prevention planning, United 

Nation Center for Regional Development (UNCRD), 

Office for the Cooperation of Humanitarian 

Affairs(OCHA)  Kobe and so on placed in same 

place.  

 

Recommended Project:  Disaster Park 

Location:   Rikuzen Takada 

Why: Waterfront properties have sunken due to severe 

earthquakes. The land is not suited for neither 

residential nor commercial development. 

There are damaged school buildings, Takada 

Matsubara Pine Forest, other buildings with severe 

damages. 

Park and Museum: Build parks and museum for the visitors to 

experience major earthquakes and Tsunami similar 

to what happened on March, 2011 through simulation 

machines. 

Purpose: Visitor experiences the fear and danger of major 

disaster and learns of the importance of emergency 

management. 

Utilizing such facilities, the emergency management 

training can be conducted for EM professionals 

throughout Japan and maybe the world. 

Through the operation of the facilities, the 

parks/museum/training facilities can create 

employment and contribute toward the revitalization 

of the Tohoku region. 

Business Plan: 

Investment     Japan Disaster Recovery Fund 

Private sector interested in promoting such facilities 

Support from the central, prefectural and local governments,  

【Photo 8】 DRI 

http://www.dri.ne.jp/kanran/index.html
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  which use such facilities for EM training 

Revenue Admission fee 

Sponsorships from industry 

Event revenue 

Training fee 

Visitors 500,000 per year (similar to Kobe Center from the Kobe Disaster) 

Training 1,000 – 1,200 per year or 20 – 25 training per week. 

There are approx. 1,800 municipalities in Japan and they can send 1 – 2 professionals 

per year. There should be a regulation or rule that when new person is 

assigned to them position, he/she have to visit the center to be trained. 

After several years of operation, there will be enough trained EM 

professionals at local level. The same can be said for prefectural and 

national levels. 

Organizations Park operator 

Investors 

Sponsors 

Emergency management research institutions 

Japan Red Cross 

National Fire Protection Agency 

National Metrological Center 

Self Defense Force 

National Police Agency 

 

 

 

【Photo 9】 one of the attraction to simulate Tsunami 【Photo10】 one of the attraction to simulate earth quake 
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1) Future Event 

 

Sendai, the capital of Miyagi Prefecture is hosting the Third UN Disaster 

Prevention Congress on 2015. The park/museum should be planned and 

partially built so the participants to the third congress can visit and experience 

the park/museum in 2015. 

 

On 2020, Tokyo, the capital city of Japan is hosting an Olympic Games. The 

park/museum/EM Facilities should be under operation for the visitors to 

experience and learn from this theme park. Tohoku Region can receive such 

visitors for more visitor/tourism numbers for the revitalization of the region. 

 

 

  

【Fig 8】 business model 
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budget 
investment 
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PFI public facilities  
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sponsors 

SPC 

Government 

 

private businesses 

【Fig 9】Collaboration with big events  
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Section 2  Establishment of Tohoku Regional Emergency Management Agency 

(TREMA) 

 

As stated at the Foreword, Japan was not ready for the major disaster like the size of 

March 11, 2011. Japan was at total shock after what happened on March 26, the 

Fukushima Nuclear accident. Japan could not react. No national emergency 

management (EM)  plan, no national EM organization to manage major scale.  By law, 

emergency management is the responsibility of local government. The local 

governments of Japan have adequate plans, organizations, system and train their 

professionals to be ready. However, when it comes a scale of the size of March 11 and 

26, Tohoku Region, mainly three prefectures: Fukushima, Miyagi and Iwate and their 

local governments could not manage such scale of the disaster. Japan as a nation has 

small national agency consists of 50 plus bureaucrats, who are responsible for national 

disaster. But it was proven that such organization without national scale EM plan, 

organization and training could not act effectively in March, 2011 disaster. 

 

After 2 years of learning from the disaster, one could conclude that in Japan’s case, 

there was no national plan for national disaster. Japan should have learned from the 

Hanshin/Awaji earthquake 15 years prior to the 2011.  Many of the national ministries 

and prefectural and local governments have their own disaster plans. However, there 

was no national coordination and disaster plan to face such massive disaster of March 

2011. Japan is known around the world having its detail plans of many issues. National 

disaster was not one of those.  The followings are the reasons, which caused such 

damages and delayed the recovery efforts. 

 

 No national scaled EM plan 

 No national emergency management office adequate to handle the massive disaster 

 No direct order/control and network systems from prime minister to ministers to 

governors and mayors 

 No adequate training at national, regional and local for major disasters 

 Not enough adequate data/information gathering system 

 Not enough disaster announcement equipment/system 
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1) Study from FEMA in the US 

 

In 1979, when Three Mile Island (TMI) nuclear accident happened, President Carter has 

established the FEMA(Federal Emergency Management Agency) to coordinate the 

recovery effort from the biggest nuclear accident of the US. Like it is in Japan, the 

emergency management in the US was the responsibility of the state and local 

governments. It still is so for smaller emergency issues.  TMI was in a massive size, 

which the state of Pennsylvania alone could not handle the disaster.  FEMA attempt 

was to coordinate major disasters, which required the national involvement. The 

following are the strengths of US FEMA organization. 

1      This is a national organization responsible for natural and other disasters, 

 which is directly under the command of the President of United States. 

2      It has the national plan for the emergency management for the US. 

3    The head of organization is a qualified and experienced in emergency 

 management. 

4      It has enough offices and staff to cover any disaster, which may occur within the 

territories of the US. 

5      It has enough budget and experienced staff to manage the post recovery efforts 

 of major disasters. 

6       It has the EMI – Emergency Management Institute to train and produce EM 

experts for the US and regional/local governments. 

7      It has the programs to coordinate its efforts with other national, regional, local 

Governments as well as any other public and private organizations 

 

2) Japan Emergency Management Agency (JEMA) 

 

The University of Tokyo team of seismologists announced that the 7.0 mag. earthquake 

hitting Tokyo area in 4 years has 70% chance of occurring. Other areas (Tokai – 

Shizuoka to Nagoya and Nankai – Kinki – Wakayama – Osaka – Shikoku) in Japan on 

the Pacific side have higher percentage. Japan with frequent earthquake and tsunami 

must have better central control of emergency management. 

 

There is a national emergency management (EM) office within the Cabinet Office, which 

is manned by less than 60 employees on loan from other ministries of Land 

Infrastructure Transport(MOLIT) and Local governments, etc. Like other countries, EM 

is mainly a responsibility of local governments according to Japan’s law and with small 

disasters; it works well. This time, however many local governments lost their functions. 
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There are self-defense force (national), police (prefectures) and fire rescue (national & 

local), which can work when such disaster hit in Japan. There is however, a very limited 

coordination among ministries, prefecture and local governments involved in EM in 

Japan nationwide. 

 

The following are the recommendations for Japan based on the studies conducted at 

PPP Graduate School of Toyo University. The study makes these recommendations 

from the study of US FEMA operation and from a PPP conceptual thinking. 

 

3) Concept of Japan Emergency Management Agency – “JEMA” 

 

1      There should be one unified command system for national, prefecture and local 

governments (cities, towns and villages) in case of a major disaster determined 

by the prime minister 

2       Establishment of Comprehensive National EM –emergency management Plan 

by JEMA and other governments involved (national, regional and local) and 

others will have their own plans. 

3      Director of the agency should not be a politician but an expert in EM supported 

by major political parties 

4       The EM and command system must have no sectionalism/vertical command 

system but horizontal command throughout the national (government, 

self-defense force, fire and police), prefectural and local governments 

5       Clear responsibility on all levels defined 

6       Prepare appropriate budget for the operation and recovery fund 

7       Establish EM Training Center (EMTC) under the agency in coordination with 

Self Defense Force, Fire, and Police Operations and train the emergency 

managers at all levels 

8       The agency can be created without hiring new employees. They can be sent 

from other national offices.  USFEMA was established this way. FEMA 

gathered the professionals from other departments involved in emergency 

management. In Japan, there are regional offices of central ministries such as 

MOLTI local offices  (approx. 9,000 officials nationwide), which are 

involved building infrastructure, roads, waterways, rivers, etc. and equipped by 

needed machines, helicopter, data base and so on. They are involved in the 

recovery of built infrastructure,  mainly road systems in case of emergency 

management and other disasters. There are 9 regional offices of MOLIT. A 
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small portion of the regional offices of MOLIT can be utilized for JEMA offices 

throughout the country. The head office of JEMA should be located in Tokyo 

area and sub- head office should be located in off Tokyo, maybe Kansai area 

just in case of Tokyo being hit by a major disaster. 

9       Each local government appoints 2 – 5 emergency managers (depend on 

populations) and trained at EMTC. Within 1 year, there could be a minimum of 

3600 and possible 5000 (1800 local governments in Japan) local government 

EM specialists, who can share the responsibilities under the JEMA command. 

 

The establishment of such division within the public organizations will enable them to 

formulate effective plans based on their high-level future visions, policies and schemes, 

identify external capabilities required for executing plans in consideration of the 

conditions unique to the individual public organizations, ensure the consistency of 

procurement activities comprehensively and broadly, and perform project management 

responsibly. 

 

4) Key Recommendation:  Establishment of Tohoku Regional  

Emergency Management Agency (TREMA)  

 

Knowing the sectionalism of Japan’s public sector, the establishment of JEMA will take 

time and a huge effort by many involved. However, the need for such agency is eminent 

for Tohoku region especially the coastal area. Our recommendation is the Tohoku 

Recovery committee (6 prefectural governors) to establish a regional EM agency for a 

regional coordination. If not 6 prefectures, maybe the prefectures of Iwate, Miyagi and 

Fukushima come together and form a committee to study how such agency can be 

organized, establish a regional EM plan, agree to the plan, train their EM staff and 

prepare for the next disaster. The committee should seek the support of the national 

disaster recovery office for funding and organization. 
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【Fig10】  Tohoku Regional Emergency Management Agency (TREMA)Structure  

 

Section 3  Establishment of Tohoku Redevelopment  Council(TRC) 

 

After Hurricane Katorina hit the Gulf coast, 3 states (Louisiana, Alabama and Texas) 

have organized Gulf Coast Council (GCC) to rebuild the hurricane hit 

Gulf area. GCC has quickly worked with FEMA and raised the fund from nationally and 

regionally for the recovery efforts. This was very effective recovery organization and 

revitalized the region very quickly.. 

 

Japan has established an Agency for Tohoku Recovery and appropriated the budget for 

the quick recovery effort for Tohoku. The agency has been active but has not produced 

effective results. 

 

Our class recommends the establishment of Tohoku Redevelopment Council(TRC). 

Three governors (maybe 6 governors) should organized this agency in similar system 

as TREMA (Section 2). TRC will coordinate its efforts with the national EM Agency but 

specialize their effort just for Tohoku. The involved prefectures should prepare the 

budget, staff and office to organized and come up with the plan for the rebuilding of the 

Govment Burou 
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Tohoku region. TRC can receive the revitalization ideas, come up with the 

implementation plan, seek funding from various sources (national, local and private 

sectors). With legislation, it should be able to issue the bonds for the economic recovery, 

housing development, commercial loan for new business and work together for media 

campaign to improve the image of the region. 

 

Three prefectures should put a priority for this agency and quickly implement various 

projects ideas for the recovery efforts. 
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In Closing 

 

Our class has put together few ideas, which may be able to support the economic 

recovery of Tohoku region and some ideas on some regulatory issues, which may also 

support toward the future wellbeing of Tohoku from disasters and preparedness. 

 

Crisis in Japanese writes “危機” “危” means danger and “機”means for opportunity. 

 

Tohoku has experienced several major disasters in the last 100 years. However, Tohoku 

did not learn from such disaster and experienced similar disaster. Tohoku should not 

repeat such. Tohoku should learn from this experience and prepare their selves and for 

their future generations. Japan should also learn from this experience and prepare 

herself for the wellbeing of the future generations. 

 

Japan has had the disaster experience. Japan has learned of the probability of nuclear 

technology. Japan should take this as an opportunity to learn and be prepared. The 

world is in a process of establishing sustainable economic growth. If failed, the world will 

have a difficult future and sustain the only planet the human being lives. Japan can lead 

the world with its technology, financial capability and will of people to lead the world for 

the economic sustainability and disaster prepared country, which the rest of the world 

may follow into the future. 
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Appendix 

 

1: 【Fig 1】 Wooden matrial cycling chart           Forestry Agency 

2: 【Graph 1】Number of abolished schools in Tohoku（1992～2011） 

MEXT“Survey results on utilization of abolished facilities”（September 14, 2012） 

3: 【Photo １】Quake-hit Kadowaki primary school in Ishinomaki city 

（Asahi Ahimbun, March 11,2013） 

4: 【Photo 2】Inside a vegetable factory container: 4-tiered cultivation racks can be installed 

with a passageway in the center.(The Nikkei, July 25, 2010） 

5: 【Table１】Advantages and disadvantages of a plant factory 

(“Commercialization introducing a plant factory to regional agriculture” Environmental 

Planning Section, Yamagata Prefectural Government) 

6: 【Photo３】Gold fish(freshwater fish) and red sea bream(saltwater fish）cultivated together 

in a special water compound (Kakei Educational Institution at October 11) 

7: 【Fig２】Advantages and disadvantages of a special water compound （SID SOKEN） 

8: 【Fig３】 Business Model of agriculture and fisheries development By T.Kurokawa 

9: 【Fig4】 Co-generating combine cycle system 

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries hp at october 11 

10:【Fig5】 Utilization of Co-generating combine cycle system 

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries hp at october 11 

11:【Photo 4】 Underconstraction of Ohma Nuclear plants 

12;【Fig 6】 Business model      By K.Okuda 

13:【Photo 5】：Dameged Building suffered from tsunami 

14:【Fig 7】：autonomous communities suffering from the East Japan Great Disaster 

15:【Photo 6】：Jewish Museum  

16:【Photo 7】：Guggenheim  Museum 

17:【Photo 8】：DRI 

18:【Photo 9】: one of the attraction to simulate Tsunami 

19:【Photo10】: one of the attraction to simulate earth quake 

20:【Fig 8】:business model     By K.Kikuchi 

21:【Fig 9】Collaboration with big events 

22:【Fig10】TREMA Structure  By T.Nishimura 


